
Let’s now take a look at its construction, primarily as it pertains to the method used in building 

the fuselage straight without the use of a jig of any kind, 
 

CONSTRUCTION 

 All that is required is a good flat surface 60’ or so long to which a 3/16 sheet of balsa can be 

securely attached with pins. First step is to make up the six bulkheads, B1 through B6, as shown 

in the various x-sections or, the plan. B1 Is made of two pieces of 1/16” plywood. B2 is the 

firewall and is made of 1/4” plywood. B3 at the leading edge of the wing is made of 3/16” balsa 

and 1/16” plywood. The rest of the bulkheads B4, B5, and B6 are made of 3/16” balsa and 1/16” 

plywood. Note the pushrod guide on B5. Also note that B6 is temporarily made deeper than 

needed and later cut away on top after the fuselage sides have been attached. Next make up the 

two 3/16’ balsa sheets which run underneath the turtle deck and above the bottom block. The top 

one runs from B3 to B6 and the one on the bottom runs from B3 to the rudder post. Their 

outlines can be plotted by referring to the widths shown in the various bulkhead drawings at their 

respective locations. On each of the 3/16” sheets mark a center line as well as the bulkhead 

locations. In addition, draw the center line on each bulkhead on each side. Align the top 3/16’ 

sheet to a line drawn on your working surface which is about 60” long and secure it in place with 

pins. Attach the three bulkheads B4, B5 and B6 to the sheet using the various centerlines as 

references for their alignment. Remember that the fuselage framework is being built upside 

down. Make sure the bulkheads are all square and liar their centerlines are all in alignment. Next 

make up the motor mounts from 1/2” hardwood and assemble them together with the three bulk-

heads B1, B2, and B3, along with the fuel compartment floor. Do this separately from the rest of 
the structure. Make sure mounts are parallel to each other and square to the bulkheads. Now attach the 

two sections together using the line previously drawn on the working surface as an alignment reference. 

Note that the engine mounts should be parallel to the working surface. Next attach the 3/16” sheet which 

runs along the bottom of the fuse to the bulkheads and temporarily let it run forward and attach it to 

bulkhead B3 at the leading edge of the: wing. The section of this sheet which is within the wing well will 

later be cut away after the sides have been attached. 

 Now the basic fuselage structure may be removed from the working surface for the rest of the 

construction. Attach the stringers in the fuel tank compartment to which the fuselage sides will 

be attached. Bevel them to match the contour of the bulkheads. Also bevel the upper and lower 

3/16” sheets to match the contour of the bulkheads. Next make up the 1/8” fuselage sides with 

the 1/32” plywood doubler which runs from the wing trailing edge at B4 forward to the front of 

the firewall at B2. These sides should be made somewhat oversize in height since they will be 

curved when they are assembled to the fuselage framework. Attach the fuselage sides to the 

framework. You should be able to do this without spoiling the fuselage alignment. Dampen the 

outside surface with ammonia and water if you think bending them dry is going to be a problem. 

Once the sides have been attached to the framework, trim their top and bottom edges even with 

the two 3/16’ sheets in preparation to attaching the top and bottom blocks. However, before the 

blocks are attached, the 3/16” sheet within the wing well should be completely cut away and the 

rest of it lightweighted as desired. At this point the rest of the construction is fairly 

straightforward and shouldn’t present a problem to anyone who has built a kit-type Pattern 

airplane. 
 

TRIMMING AND FLYING 

 The Mach 1, of course, should be built with as little deviation from the plan as possible, although there 

does seem to be some tolerance in its flying characteristics for building errors. A few I’ve seen which had 

fairly serious looking alignment problems still seemed to trim out and fly OK. Of the three I’ve 



personally set up, none required weighting of the wing tips and all trimmed out with the elevator, ailerons, 

and rudder in the neutral position. One of them, which I didn’t build wouldn’t spin with the normal 

elevator throw until a gap in the elevator hinge line was sealed. 

The effect of having air gaps in the various hinge lines is something you should be careful to avoid. Any 

gap at all will greatly reduce the effectiveness of the control surface. This can really be a problem with 

the ailerons, particularly of the gap varies from one side to the other. Trimming out an airplane with such 

a wing can be nearly impossible because of the resulting differences in lifting characteristics of each wing 

panel. The best way to avoid this 
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